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ABSTRACT01
Blockchain and cryptocurrencies are still in their early stages, yet retain the power to reshape the trading world. 
The development of new and improved processes, products, and services will drive blockchain and 
cryptocurrencies into the mainstream, eventually changing the world forever and enabling billions of individuals 
to trade. However, with any growing technology or market, there is a need for improvement and innovation. The 
need for a simple and secure platform to aid users to trade with cryptocurrencies.

Centralized exchanges are exchange platforms that facilitate cryptocurrency trades between traders through a 
collection of buy and sell orders. These exchange platforms aggregate orders from users and use their software 
to match and execute the corresponding buy and sell orders. Centralized exchanges provide a means through 
which crypto holders can invest and earn with their tokens.



Nomoex will be a centralized exchange that allows users to go beyond just storing, selling, and buying their crypto 
assets will eventually lead to broader mainstream adoption of cryptocurrencies. 

NOMOEX Exchange will ensure that all these 
features are implemented so that users will be 
able to transact cryptocurrencies at their 
convenience via user-friendly options for 
storage, sending, receiving, and use the 
advanced trading strategies to ensure profit. 



ABOUT NOMOEX EXCHANGE02
Our team is excited to bring you NOMOEX, the new exchange with advanced trading features, modern UX & UI, 
improved security, and liquidity created by a diverse group of well-skilled individuals from around the world to 
become the best of all exchanges and build an ecosystem with actual utilities.

NOMOEX Exchange is being developed as a revolutionary approach to the inefficiencies of the existing 
centralized exchanges. It is being created to facilitate the quick trading of cryptocurrencies while yet giving 
traders complete custody of their assets. The NOMOEX exchange improves ultra-fast and affordable trading 
for users. NOMOEX Exchange addresses the rising issues like lack of security, poor market liquidity, withdrawal 
limit and bad UI.

While many decentralized exchanges are surely better than centralized ones, they tend to have low liquidity 
compared to centralized exchanges. As many exchanges struggle with liquidity enhancement, our upcoming 
NOMOEX Exchange will partner with many exchanges through which we will provide price fairness, market 
stability, fast transactions, clear trading volume, and data volume for technical analysis.



Like other centralized exchanges, NOMOEX will also have custody of the user's funds but we will be using extreme 
security measures to guarantee the security of those funds. This will significantly improve security over the 
central server, and makes it invulnerable to hacking and other sorts of crime. In contrast to current exchanges 
with limited functionalities, the NOMOEX Exchange will offer a highly functional token with many use cases and 
additional benefits.

NOMOEX's mission is to create a fair and ideal environment for beginners, institutional investors, and other large 
investors to manage and invest in cryptocurrencies and digital assets. A key characteristic that differentiates 
NOMOEX from other exchanges is solid security. NOMOEX will offer a wide array of options for traders to secure 
their digital assets so they can feel safe storing and trading assets on the exchange.

O U R  M I S S I O N

NOMOEX is aiming to build a world-class trading engine to provide a fast and robust trading experience. With 
abundant liquidity and trading pairs, NOMOEX will be the most efficient market for digital assets. The features 
built into the exchange will help traders analyze and determine the right trades to make

We plan to fully disrupt this space and use NOMOEX Token pairing as an affordable way to allow everyone in the 
world access to all transactions without paying a high percentage of fees. NOMOEX will be the one-stop solution 
for all crypto needs.



PROBLEM03
Existing crypto exchanges have various significant 
problems and imitations. Because there are no other 
options, the community is obligated to accept opacity, 
limited or painfully slow transactions, and the danger of 
catastrophic losses. Professional investors who cannot 
overlook these concerns are locked out of the market 
and trillions of dollars are missing out.



While cryptocurrencies present a huge opportunity for traders, security remains 
a key issue that prevents the widespread acceptance of cryptocurrency as an 
investment asset. Millions of bitcoins have been stolen from crypto exchanges 
since Bitcoin's creation. A significant risk still exists today, and it is widely agreed 
that due to complacency and a lack of better alternatives all major exchanges 
currently lack the proper security to adequately protect Customers' funds.

Although existing exchanges provide a means through which crypto holders can 
invest and earn with their tokens, there has been less security on those platforms. 
They serve as a target for hackers, enhance malicious practices like price 
manipulation and wash trading, and suffer from technical issues that lead to lost 
trade opportunities.

LACK OF SECURITY



Most Crypto Exchanges provide just basic capabilities, which are insufficient for 
successful trading. Both beginner-level traders and professional traders face this 
problem in their way.

For the beginner-level trader, most of the exchanges are restricted to just 100-150 
tokens, which is insufficient, and as a result, most investors lose out on the 
chance. Also, there is no guide for beginners from where they can learn and 
choose where to invest their crypto to earn valuable profit.

For professional traders, the problems are on another level. Professional traders 
use high-end third-party tools and services for trading. Most exchanges do not 
allow these types of add-ons and traders cannot fully earn profit.

INADEQUATE TRADING 
FEATURES



Liquidity plays a direct role in the timely execution of orders. The more liquidity 
an exchange has, the better its matching process. Apart from that, the amount of 
liquidity also helps an exchange compete in the global market and provide fair 
pricing for its users. Unfortunately, only a handful of exchanges around the world 
enjoy great liquidity. A shallow order book means high slippage when trading, 
which is extremely costly for traders.

To keep funds within, exchange platforms often set withdrawal limitations. While 
the function was originally implemented as a protective measure against a 
maximum amount that may be taken at one time, research has revealed that 
most exchanges limit withdrawal amounts and keep cash held on the exchange 
to increase trading costs. Traders are forced to wait for days to make withdrawals 
due to fewer fiat deposits and withdrawal methods, and the transaction is 
increasing more difficult.

In addition to this on most exchanges, there are less than 10 fiat currency options 
for the withdrawal. These kinds of steps are stopping the mass adoption of 
cryptocurrencies.

POOR MARKET LIQUIDITY

WITHDRAWAL LIMITS



In the blockchain, many interactions are crude with complicated hoops and 
unintuitive interfaces. Many cryptocurrency exchanges have bad user 
interfaces. It's complicated to use, and it has a lot of buttons, which can be 
confusing. Many investors lost money as a result of accidentally clicking the 
wrong button on a crypto exchange. It is essential to develop a clean and 
simple design that is simple to understand for new users

Existing exchanges charge users a significant fee for using the platform's 
services. Fees differ and vary by the services offered by the platform to 
traders. Regardless, users on exchanges pay a significant cost for each 
service used.

BAD UI

HIGH TRANSACTION FEES



SOLUTION BY NOMOEX04
NOMOEX Exchange is being developed as a revolutionary 
approach to the inefficiencies of the existing exchanges. 
It is being created to facilitate the quick trading of 
cryptocurrencies. The NOMOEX exchange improves ultra-
fast and affordable trading for consumers.



NOMOEX's mission is to create a professional trading application for 
crypto investors to benefit from this striving industry. NOMOEX's platform 
gives users access to the types of institutional-grade trading tools and 
trading options that are used by the world's largest financial service 
providers and dozens of other trusted global brands. The benefit of these 
tools includes accuracy, timeliness, and a significant depth of crypto 
industry information.

Spot Trading

Futures Trading

CIPs: Custom Investment Portfolio Curated by Experts

Droids: Presets Trading AI Curated by Experts

Margin Trading

AI Trading Copy Trade

TRADING FEATURE



While liquidity is the primary aim of any exchange, NOMOEX Exchange will partner with the exchanges to 
provide higher liquidity. By doing that, traders get to trade swiftly and enjoy higher speeds, faster 
transaction processes, and less slippage.

Users of NOMOEX Exchange will be able to deposit and withdraw both fiat currency and cryptocurrency. 
NOMOEX Exchange will build a trustworthy, scalable, and secure deposit and withdrawal mechanism. The 
option to convert fiat currencies into cryptocurrencies, and reciprocally, in large quantities will be a game 
changer for the community and a gateway to unleashing vast new inflows.

NOMOEX allows its user Withdrawal for Support of 40+ Fait Currency. We will also support fiat currencies 
such as USD, AUD, JPY, INR, or EURO. With this feature, NOMOEX can guarantee the worldwide adoption of 
crypto.

LIQUIDITY

WITHDRAWAL AND DEPOSIT



User experience is the key to the successful long-term growth of a 
business. A good user experience is required for the business to grow. 
According to studies, organizations that spend substantially on UI and 
UX find a significant increase in user engagement and adoption rates 
when compared to similar products that place less focus on UI and UX.

We intend to create a platform that will enhance the user experience 
for inexperienced crypto clients. Our project offers a wonderful entry 
point to Defi with user-friendly solutions for everyone, including those 
who are new to Defi, particularly those who have no prior exposure to 
cryptocurrencies. We thought that simplifying user experience might 
pave the way for a very exciting future in which NOMOEX can mature 
and accomplish its mission of being the finest possible exchange 
while also enabling users to lead a rich and simple life.

SIMPLIFIED UI & UX FOR BEGINNERS



Crypto wallets are an 
essential factor in owning 
and investing in 
cryptocurrencies of any 
sort. Wallets for digital 
currencies are very similar 
to wallets for your hard, in-
hand currencies, like 
dollars or euros; just a 
digitized version of your 
bank account. They are 
used to buy and store 
your crypto and send your 
crypto to others.

NomoPay is a multi-crypto 
wallet with a payment 
gateway. It seeks to be the 
world's simplest and safest 
multi-cryptocurrency wallet 
and aims to be as user-
friendly as possible.

NOMOPAY



Currently, it is not easy to pay directly with cryptocurrencies without going through crypto to fiat exchange 
first beyond solving the problems of spendable cryptocurrencies that can be exchanged for, for example, 
receiving utility services without exchanging for fiat.

NomoPay enables users to securely store their crypto assets, allowing them to be utilized for P2P 
transactions without the requirement of third-party middlemen. NomoPay supports 1800+ currencies 
including BTC, ETH, BSC, Polka Dot, Solana, Cosmos, etc.

NomoPay will ensure that merchants can accept crypto without having to worry about 
price fluctuations and they'll be able to receive their money in their local currency. This 
is one of the key objectives of the NomoPay ecosystem to create a seamless payment 
system where cryptocurrency becomes the primary payment tool for the exchange of 
goods and services instead of traditional fiat.

NOMOPAY



As we add additional services and features to NOMOEX, there will be various uses for Nomox. Nomox 
Launchpad will be a platform designed to revolutionize how projects and ideas entering the crypto 
ecosystem can raise capital. Through its platform, cryptocurrency projects can raise funds by setting up a 
pool that purchases tokens at a set rate.

NOMOX Launchpad primarily consists of three things

NOMOX LAUNCHPAD

An ICO Launchpad and incubator for promised projects.

Democratizing and equalizing access to ICO launches for casual crypto investors.

Reducing rug pulls and increasing investor confidence.



MARKETING STRATEGY05
Marketing is the foundation of any company. It is critical in the crypto industry to reach out to potential 
investors and the general public. We intend to reach as many investors as possible through these methods 
to ensure that every investor who connects with us not only receives a return but that we also keep them. 
Our marketing strategy includes following



Release PR articles on traditional and established crypto news outlets for English, Hindi, and Regional 
Language audiences.

Employ influencers from social apps like Twitter, Reddit, Bitcoin Talk, Instagram, YouTube, Medium, 
etc. Community Management.

Affiliate programs

Trading competitions

Partnership with Trading Clubs

Digital marketing and SEO

Hosting meetups



REVENUE MODEL06
Trading Fee

Nomoex initially will charge a 0.1% fixed fee per trade. Other variations will be subsequently 
introduced, including maker-taker, volumed-based tiering, and 0 fee promotions. We have no plan 
to charge above 0.1%.



Charges On Services

Withdrawal Fee

Third-Party Fee

Other Fees

Nomoex will charge some fee on Profit Generated through our Exclusive Services like CIPs and Droids.

Nomoex may charge a small fee for withdrawals.

We will get some Fees on third-party services like recharge and bill payment.

There may be other fees the platform may collect for various services.



NOMOEX COIN07
We developed a token that is different from any other token on the market by combining the power of 
blockchain with cryptocurrencies. $nomox is a BEP-20 token that supports and promotes the project's 
healthy and widespread usage, by allowing for rapid, safe, and public transactions. Blockchain technology 
and the token economy enable Nomox to be the true community, incentive system, and community 
ownership.



FEATURES08
Pay As Fee

You can use NOMOX to pay for any fees on our platform, including but not limited to

Trading Fee Withdraw Fee Listing Fee Any other fee



Discount On Trading Fee

Burn Function

Future Expansion

Customers who hold a certain amount of NOMOX for some time will receive lower NOMOEX fees. This will 
further increase demand for NOMOX.

35% of all NOMOEX fees will be allocated to repurchase NOMOX until at least half of all NOMOX is burnt. Any 
Nomox purchased in this way will be Burned.

The NOMOEX ecosystem is supported by NOMOX. As we add additional services and features to NOMOEX, 
there will be various uses for Nomox. Future Expansion of Exchange will add value to Token.



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION09
ICO Pre-sale: 5%

SAFU: 3%

IEO Public Sale: 20%

Team: 10%

Founders: 7%
Reserves: 35%

Liquidity: 5%

Early Investors of Exchange: 10%

donation and charity: 2%

Rewards to First 1M Users :3%



Investors can buy Nomox tokens in three phases, first come, first served, 
until 125,000,000 tokens are sold. The price will rise as each new phase 
begins. The price of the token will be 3X for the Initial Exchange Offering 
as of ICO's last phase. So, grab this chance. 

Investors will receive Nomoex tokens within the 5 working days after the 
ICO finishes.

ICO STRATEGY10

1St Phase- 15 Days

$0.05 Per Token

2Nd Phase - 20 Days

$0.06 Per Token

3Rd Phase - 10 Days

$0.08 Per Token



35% of the funds will be used 
to build the Nomoex 
platform and perform 
upgrades to the system, 
which includes team 
recruiting, training, and the 
development budget.

50% will be used for 
Nomoex branding and 
marketing.

15% will be kept in reserve to 
cope with any emergency or 
unexpected situation that might 
come up.

FUND USAGE11



ROADMAP12
2022 Q3 2023 Q3

2023 Q1

2024 Q1

2022 Q4

Pre-Sale Of Nomox Launching Of Nomopay Globally 

IEO Of Nomoex Coin 

Launching Of Our NFT Platform 

Launching Of Nomoex Exchange Globally 

We will Launch Our ICO in Q3 of 2022 and it will be 
done in 3 phases.

This will ensure that merchants can accept crypto without 
having to worry about price fluctuations and they'll be 
able to receive their money in their local currency.

We will list Nomoex coin to Leading Crypto 
Exchanges in 2023 Q1 

NFTs are a new form of digital assets that are built to be 
fungible, tradeable, and verifiable. They can represent 
anything from in-game items to real estate to digital art. 

We will launch our product globally to provide a 
secure, fast and reliable platform for traders of all 
levels.
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Abhishek Mahto
CEO Finance Head

We have a solid team led by Abhishek Mahto, with both Technical and cryptocurrency experience. Abhishek 
Mahto was born in a small village in the Khunti district of Jharkhand, India. He built his first start-up Khuntimart 
at 14 years with his brother Karmveer. He learned about web development when he was in class seven. Khunti, 
being a small town, had no companies or skilled people to help create a website for his start-up. 
As a hands-on entrepreneur having four years of experience, willingly tries new things and loves to design 
anything he wants. He is skilled in app and business development and shows interest in finance and 
marketing.

Anurag Kumar Jha
Co-Founder & COO

Pranav Joshi Sarthak Singhal
Product Designer Tech Lead

Himanshu Thakur
App Developer

Anmol Garg
Backend Developer

Anurag Kotwal
Backend Developer

Kunal Maru
UI/UX Designer

Harshit Gupta
App Developer

Yash Mishra
Social Media Manager

Ajay Kumar
Backend Engineer

Ritesh Mahto
Manager

Mihir Jha
Social Media Manager



Contact  
us

THANK YOU

info@nomoex.comnomoex.com nomoexin H.S.R Layout , Bengaluru, 
 Karnataka 560068


